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FL-26 Survey: Garcia in Strong Position to Defeat Scandal-Plagued Rivera 
 
 

A new survey1 in Florida’s newly-redistricted 26th congressional district shows that 
Democratic challenger Joe Garcia leads Republican incumbent David Rivera, whose campaign 
has been hampered by a series of corruption allegations and an ongoing investigation into 
possible election fraud in this year’s Democratic primary. Garcia benefits from partisan trends in 
this diverse district, as well as a relatively strong profile for a challenger. 
 
• Newly drawn district displays clear Democratic lean.  The new 26th district is a highly 

diverse district and more favorable terrain for Democrats than the old 25th district where 
Rivera defeated Garcia in 2010. Hispanic voters make up a clear majority of likely voters in 
this district, but their partisan leanings are split, with Cubans favoring Republican candidates 
by 15-20 points but non-Cuban Hispanics preferring Democrats by even larger margins.  
White voters, who represent approximately 1-in-4 voters here, are also split between the two 
parties, while African-American voters (just less than 10 percent of the likely electorate) are 
solidly supporting Democrats in this election. 

 
• Obama leads Romney by double digits.  Voters in the new 26th district split their votes 

between Obama and McCain in 2008, but they prefer Obama by a significant margin this 
year (54 to 41 percent). Obama benefits from high personal favorability (53 percent 
favorable, 34 percent unfavorable), while voters here hold negative views of Romney (42 
percent favorable, 44 percent unfavorable) 

 
• Garcia enjoys 9-point advantage over Rivera. In an initial head to head match-up, Joe 

Garcia leads David Rivera by 9 points (50 to 41 percent). Garcia enjoys a 4-point edge 
among self-described Independent voters (43 to 39 percent). Rivera’s weakness in this 
match-up is clearly linked to doubts about his performance in office; just 30 percent of likely 
voters rate his job performance favorably, while 46 percent rate it negatively. Asked how 
well a series of words and phrases describe Rivera, 54 percent said they view him as ‘a 
typical politician.’ 

 
                                                
 
1 This survey of FL-26 was conducted by GBA Strategies from September 8-13, 2012.  It interviewed 400 likely 
voters for the November elections, on both landlines and cell phones, with interviews conducted in both English and 
Spanish.  Results are subject to a margin of error of   +/- 4.9 percent at the 95 percent confidence interval.   



FL-26: Research Summary 
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• Positive messages reinforce both candidates’ standing. In an effort to simulate the back-
and-forth communications of a campaign, we provide balanced positive profiles of both 
candidates, reflecting the messages they have advanced on their websites and in their paid 
communications to date.  After voters hear positive profiles about both candidates, the race is 
essentially unchanged, with Garcia maintaining a 9-point advantage over Rivera (51 to 42 
percent).  

 
• Doubts about Rivera grow as voters learn details of corruption scandals. Voters in this 

district already harbor significant doubts about Rivera, but there is a great deal they don’t 
know yet about the controversies surrounding him. Messages providing further details about 
these scandals push Rivera’s support well below the 41 percent he garners at the outset, 
effectively undercutting his backing, particularly among Independent and weak Republican 
voters. Messages tested in this exercise include: 

 
After just one term in Congress, Rivera represents everything that's wrong with Washington. 
Rivera has misreported his income, used campaign funds for his personal expenses, and has been 
under criminal investigation by the FBI, the IRS, the Florida Department of Law Enforcement, 
and the Miami-Dade State Attorney's Office for controversies regarding money laundering and tax 
evasion. 
 
 
The Miami Herald reports that the FBI and local officials are investigating Rivera's role in aiding 
a Democratic candidate in his run against Joe Garcia and whether he illegally funneled thousands 
of dollars to the campaign of Justin Sternad. According to these reports, a source told the Herald 
that Rivera arranged to have campaign expenses paid with envelopes stuffed with hundred dollar 
bills, a tactic used to avoid election laws. 
 
 
Rivera was investigated by the Florida Department of Law Enforcement for stealing nearly thirty 
thousand dollars from taxpayers by illegally charging travel expenses to both his campaign 
account and his taxpayer funded legislative account. State prosecutors say the only reason they 
didn't charge him with a felony was because the statute of limitations ran out. 

 
 


